
Requesting a Canvas @ Yale Site for Medical 
Residents 

Though not automatically provided, Medical Resident programs can request a Canvas @ 

Yale course site to use and facilitate their programs. 

 Canvas is available upon request, and for a fee, for medical residents. Pricing 

information will be shared on an individual program basis. 
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Requesting a Canvas Site for Medical Residents 

 Extending the course beyond a one year term: We are aware that medical residency 

programs often run longer than one year. If the site is needed beyond one year, please 

let us know. 

Email AskPoorvuCenter@yale.edu indicating the need for using Canvas @ Yale for your Medical 
Residency Program. Be sure to include: 

• The name of your program 
• How many residents are in your program each year 

Due to the variable nature of the medical program's needs, each site request requires a 
conversation with the Educational Technology team to discuss how Canvas can be used in your 
program. 

Canvas @ Yale Support for Medical Residents 

 Student support will be handled by the program. 

Program leaders are responsible for enrollment of residents into the site using their 

Net IDs. More information on adding people to a Canvas site can be found here. 

 The Poorvu Center does not build Canvas site content, this must be done by the 

program leaders or dedicated person assigned by the program. 

Medical Residents Canvas site usage includes up to 5 hours of development and maintenance 
consultation with a member of the Poorvu Center for Teaching and Learning. These hours are 
often spent discussing Canvas functionalities, brainstorming course design, and next-step 
planning which typically comes near the end of the term in which the course began. 

We will reach out to you near the end of the year in which the site was created to check on site 
usage and confirm payment. 
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 For more help, please contact askpoorvucenter@yale.edu. 
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